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INTRODUCTION
Prevailing models of long-distance cell migration involve
multicellular streams that are sculpted by dynamic cell-cell contacts
and local inhibitory signals (Abercrombie, 1979; Teddy and
Kulesa, 2004; Young et al., 2004; Druckenbrod and Epstein, 2007;
Theveneau and Mayor, 2011; Darnton et al., 2010; Huang, 2009;
Murase and Horwitz, 2004). In these models, cell movement is
encouraged by cell-cell contact, which may be manifested as
nudging from behind (Davis and Trinkaus, 1981) or the detachment
of cells at the front of a migratory cell sheet (Carmona-Fontaine et
al., 2008) to create space. These cell behaviors alone may not
produce directional movement of a multicellular stream, but when
local inhibitory signals restrict cell movements the result can be
long-distance directed cell movement.

By contrast, other models suggest that cells respond to
chemotactic signals that drive the directional migration of
individual cells (Dormann and Weijer, 2003; Richardson and
Lehmann, 2010; Tarbashevich and Raz, 2010; Kulesa et al., 2010;
Roussos et al., 2011; Cai et al., 2012) or cell clusters (Valentin et
al., 2007; Aman and Piotrowski, 2010; Streichan et al., 2011). In
these models, cells may respond directly to a chemotactic signal or
receive guidance from neighboring cells.

As long-distance cell migration is a major aspect of embryonic
development (Dormann and Weijer, 2003; Richardson and
Lehmann, 2010; Tarbashevich and Raz, 2010; Kulesa and
Gammill, 2010), adult morphogenesis (Hatten and Roussel,
2011), tissue repair (Burns and Steinberg, 2011) and cancer
metastasis (Roussos et al., 2011; Friedl and Gilmour, 2009), the
examination of this phenomenon could have significant
implications for better understanding birth defects and disease.
Yet, even with multiscale data collected from different model
systems and emerging computational models, the cellular and
molecular mechanisms of long distance cell migration are still
unclear. This is due in part to a disconnect between theory and
experiment that limits the testing of various hypotheses
parametrised by biological data. Thus, what is needed is a fully
integrative experimental-modeling approach that can reject
certain hypotheses in favor of others and elucidate multiscale
mechanisms of cell migration.

Here, we examine how a subpopulation of embryonic cells travel
long distances and respond to tissue growth to accurately reach a
target. We study this question using the neural crest (NC) as our
model experimental system. NC cells exit the dorsal neural tube
(NT) and travel long distances throughout the developing embryo
along stereotypical pathways rich in microenvironmental signals,
mesoderm and extracellular matrix (Noden and Trainor, 2005;
Perris and Perissinotto, 2000). The NC cell population is crucial for
proper development of the face, heart and peripheral nervous
systems, and is the cellular origin of the highly aggressive cancers,
melanoma and neuroblastoma (Trainor, 2005; Sauka-Spengler and
Bronner-Fraser, 2008; Gammill and Roffers-Agarwal, 2010;
Kasemeier-Kulesa et al., 2008; Jiang et al., 2011). The recent
explosion of multiscale cellular and molecular data on NC cell
migration (Kulesa et al., 2010; Kulesa and Gammill, 2010;
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SUMMARY
Long-distance cell migration is an important feature of embryonic development, adult morphogenesis and cancer, yet the
mechanisms that drive subpopulations of cells to distinct targets are poorly understood. Here, we use the embryonic neural crest
(NC) in tandem with theoretical studies to evaluate model mechanisms of long-distance cell migration. We find that a simple
chemotaxis model is insufficient to explain our experimental data. Instead, model simulations predict that NC cell migration requires
leading cells to respond to long-range guidance signals and trailing cells to short-range cues in order to maintain a directed,
multicellular stream. Experiments confirm differences in leading versus trailing NC cell subpopulations, manifested in unique cell
orientation and gene expression patterns that respond to non-linear tissue growth of the migratory domain. Ablation experiments
that delete the trailing NC cell subpopulation reveal that leading NC cells distribute all along the migratory pathway and develop
a leading/trailing cellular orientation and gene expression profile that is predicted by model simulations. Transplantation experiments
and model predictions that move trailing NC cells to the migratory front, or vice versa, reveal that cells adopt a gene expression
profile and cell behaviors corresponding to the new position within the migratory stream. These results offer a mechanistic model
in which leading cells create and respond to a cell-induced chemotactic gradient and transmit guidance information to trailing cells
that use short-range signals to move in a directional manner.
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Gammill and Roffers-Agarwal, 2010) now offers us the
opportunity to move from merely descriptive to mechanistic
models using an integrated approach.

In this paper, we gather new biological data and formulate a
computational model of NC cell migration. We test our model
hypotheses by experiment. Computational model predictions and
biological experiments are carried out simultaneously, but interpreted
in isolation and later compared. We first visualize cranial NC cell
morphologies in living chick embryos and measure changes in cell
orientation and tissue growth along a typical migratory pathway,
using fluorescence cell labeling, high-resolution confocal microscopy
and novel cell shape analyses. We formulate a computational model
of NC cell migration and perform tissue ablation and tissue
transplantation experiments, simulated in silico, that delete or move
NC cells to different locations within a migratory stream. We assess
changes in NC cell gene expression, using a novel laser capture
microdissection (LCM) and a quantitative PCR strategy, cell
orientation and cell behaviors. We refine our model hypotheses to
produce a mechanistic explanation of long-distance cell migration.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Embryos and cell labeling
Fertilized white leghorn chicken eggs (supplied by Placid Acre Poultry,
Jasper, MO) were incubated at 38°C in a humidified incubator until the
desired HH (Hamburger and Hamilton, 1951) stage of development, and
prepared for experiments as previously described (McLennan and Kulesa,
2007). Plasmid DNA (5 g/l) was injected into the lumen of the neural
tube at the axial level of the rostral hindbrain (HH stage 9), as previously
described (McLennan and Kulesa, 2007).

Cell morphometric measurements and 3D confocal imaging
The angle of orientation (measured between 0° and 90°) was defined as the
smallest angle between the long axis of the nucleus of the cell and the
tangent to the migratory route (measured as the shortest distance between
the cell nucleus and the migratory route). For each time point (8 hours, 16
hours and 24 hours), 200-400 NC cells (30-50 images) were analyzed.
Three-dimensional image z-stacks were collected on an inverted laser
scanning confocal microscope (LSM 510, Zeiss) using either a Plan-
Neofluar 10�/0.3 (Zeiss) or a Plan-Neofluar 20�/0.8 (Zeiss). Images were
manipulated using AIM software (Zeiss).

Isolation of leading and trailing NC cells and quantitative PCR
(qPCR)
For flow cytometry analysis (FACs), tissue containing the rhombomere 4
(r4) NC cell migratory stream was manually dissected (lead versus trailing
cell subpopulations) from embryos aged to correspond to the 24 hour time
point after electroporation of HH stage 9 embryos. Between 20,000 and
54,000 cells were isolated for each subpopulation, and the isolation was
performed in triplicate.

Laser capture microdissection (LCM) was performed using a Zeiss
PALM Microbeam (Zeiss). NC cells of interest were identified by
fluorescence, cut and catapulted without contact into an adhesive cap
(415190-9181-000, Zeiss). Lysis solution (10 l) from Taqman PreAmp
Cells-to-Ct kit (4387299, Applied Biosystems/Ambion, Austin, TX, USA)
was added to the tissue in each adhesive cap. A 14-cycle pre-amplification
of cDNA was performed using 84 Taqman Gene Expression Assays
(supplementary material Table S1), according to ABI’s instructions for the
Taqman PreAmp Cells-to-Ct kit, except that the reaction volumes were
reduced by half. Each sample was represented by three or four biological
replicates, with each biological replicate consisting of captured NC cells
from one to four embryos. All samples were normalized using three
reference genes whose stable expression was validated by GeNorm.

Mathematical model
We formulated a two-dimensional off-lattice individual-based model (IBM)
of NC cell migration, with a continuous vascular endothelial growth factor
(VEGF) density. Cells were modeled as non-overlapping circular discs and

moved by sensing VEGF in a random direction at constant time intervals of
0.5 hours. Active cell movement occurred only if the VEGF gradient was
favorable and there were no other cells impeding motion. The domain was
modeled as a rectangle, initially 1100 m (length) by 120 m (width), that
extended in length, analogous to a 2D representation of the chick cranial NC
cell migratory pathway. Cells were carried along with the growing tissue in
addition to their active migration. In the model the cell speed was 45 m/hr
and filopodial extensions were 50 m long. Both leading and trailing cells
internalized VEGF, thus creating a gradient in VEGF (supplementary
material Appendix S1). In the first extension to the model, trailing cells used
directional cues from leading cells. In a further extension, cells were allowed
to switch between the trailing and leading phenotype, with switching
dependent on the extent to which the VEGF gradient was favorable.

The model pseudocode was as follows: (1) initialize cells and VEGF;
(2) if timecell insertion time and there is space for new cells, insert new
cells at x0; (3) solve for the VEGF profile, using the current positions of
cells and domain length; (4) domain grows; (5) cells move [(a) pick a cell
at random from those not yet considered; (b) pick a random angle to extend
a filopodium; (c) bthe integral of VEGF multiplied by a weighting
function around the cell body; (d) fthe integral of VEGF multiplied by a
weighting function (Fig. 3) around the end of the filopodium; (e) if f>b and
there are no other cells in the way, then move in the direction of the
filopodia (f) or else the NC cell remains where it is; (g) repeat steps 5(a)-
5(f) until all the cells have been considered]; (6) update time by letting
timetime + time step; (7) if time<end time, then repeat from step 2.

The cells were considered in a random order, using the calculated VEGF
concentration to decide which direction to move in. Each cell determined
the concentration of VEGF near the cell body and before a point the length
of the filopodium away in a random direction, by integrating the VEGF
concentration multiplied by a weighting function around these points,
similar to that for the internalization of VEGF. The cell attempted to move
in the direction of the filopodium if, and only if, the VEGF concentration
was found to be more favorable in the region of the filopodium. If another
cell was found to occupy the desired space already, or the VEGF was not
favorable in the new position, then the considered cell would not actively
move during this time. Although at each time step only one filopodium was
examined, cells in this model moved their filopodia faster than was found
experimentally, sampling many more directions than a single filopodium
could in vivo. The single filopodium in our model can therefore be
considered representative of the multiple filopodia that are found
experimentally.

In the extension to our model, cells entering the domain later were
considered to be ‘trailing cells’, with a different phenotype to the lead cells.
This second population still internalized VEGF, but no longer responded to
it. Instead, trailing cells looked for a cell that had made contact with a leading
cell. Trailing cells that had not made contact were shown in red in our
simulations. When the filopodium of a trailing cell intersected with a cell that
had made contact with a leading cell, the trailing cell attached to the cell it
had found and moved each time in the direction of that cell. Thus ‘chains’ of
trailing cells were formed behind a leader cell, which followed the VEGF
gradient. Trailing cells that were in a chain were shown in white in our
simulations. If the cell in front moved out of reach of the filopodium of the
trailing cell, then the cell detached and again sought another cell to follow.

In a further extension to the model, we allowed cells to move between
the leading and trailing populations. In this case, cells sampled the VEGF
gradient in a number of directions and trailing cells converted to leaders if
the gradient was favorable in more than half of directions sampled. In our
simulations, trailing cells sampled the gradient in 16 directions and
converted to leaders if the gradient was favorable in more than eight
directions.

RESULTS
A NC cell migratory stream has a unique cellular
profile that responds to non-linear tissue growth
To determine whether NC cells exit from the dorsal neural tube
with or without directional information, we examined the
distribution of NC cell nuclear and cell body orientation with
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respect to the migratory pathway (Fig. 1A). In our
measurements, low cell body and nuclear orientation angles
correlate with high NC cell alignment to the migratory pathway
(Fig. 1A). We find that NC cells emerge from the dorsal neural
tube and display rounded shapes (Fig. 1B-D,H) with high
orientation angles (Fig. 1E,G). That is, NC cells emerge from the

neural tube without polarity or alignment to the migratory
pathway. NC cells become aligned to the migratory pathway
within 100-150 m downrange from their neural tube exit (Fig.
1B-H). As more NC cells exit from the neural tube, the
migratory stream develops a stereotypical cellular profile (Fig.
1B-D). Leading NC cells at the migratory front have consistently

2937RESEARCH ARTICLEMultiscale mechanisms of cell migration

Fig. 1. NC cell direction is acquired
after cells exit the neural tube and
cells move faster than non-linear
tissue growth. (A)Orientation angle
measurements. (B-D)Typical projected
images from 3D confocal z-stacks of
transverse sections through the r4 NC cell
migratory stream at 8, 16 and 24 hours
after electroporation. (E)Average nuclear
orientation angle with respect to distance
along the migratory route from 8-
(n318 cells, 29 embryos), 16- (n346
cells, 15 embryos) and 24- (n240 cells,
25 embryos) hour data. (F)Representative
images of migratory NC cells. (G)Average
cell body orientation angle with respect
to distance along the migratory route for
8- (n89 cells, 10 embryos), 16- (n254
cells, 27 embryos) and 24- (n248 cells,
11 embryos) hour data. (H)Gap43-EGFP
membrane-labeled NC cells. (I)Average
length of the NC cell migratory domain
at increasing developmental times.
(J)Focal injection (arrowhead) of DiI into
the lateral mesoderm prior to NC cell
emigration. (K)Twenty four hours after
injection in J. Arrowhead indicates site of
injection. (L)Average spread of DiI-
labeled tissue. Scale bars: 100m. NC,
neural crest; NT, neural tube.
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high nuclear and cell body orientation angles, displaying less
alignment to the migratory pathway (Fig. 1B-H). Trailing NC
cells, located midstream, remain near (within one to two cell
diameters) the migratory pathway, correlating with low cell
orientation angles (Fig. 1B-H).

To determine whether this observed cellular orientation profile
of the NC cell migratory stream is consistent over time, we
measure embryos at 8 hours (n39), 16 hours (n42) and 24 hours
(n36) after electroporation (Fig. 1B,C). Measurements reveal that
the NC cell migratory stream maintains a similar cellular profile
over time (Fig. 1E,G). Thus, our observations of cell shape and
measurements of cell orientation reveal a unique cellular profile of
emerging cranial NC cells and of a typical NC cell migratory
stream.

To determine growth of the NC cell migratory domain over
time, we measured tissue expansion during the developmental
stages of cranial NC cell migration. Measurements of the
distance from the dorsal neural tube midline to the distal tip of
the lateral mesoderm show that the migratory pathway lengthens
non-linearly during cranial NC cell migration, according to a
logistic function (Fig. 1I; supplementary material Appendix S1).
At developmental stages prior to cranial NC cell exit from the
hindbrain, the NC cell migratory domain lengthens at a slow
linear rate (Fig. 1I; see 5-10). During the major portion of
developmental time when cranial NC cells invade downrange
microenvironments, the migratory domain lengthens
dramatically (Fig. 1I; see 10-21). As NC cells enter the second
branchial arch, lateral growth slows to zero, and the tissue length
reaches an asymptotic value (Fig. 1I; see 21-25). DiI injections
into the mesoderm lateral to the dorsal neural tube and separate
fluorescent marking (distinct from DiI) of premigratory cranial
NC cells show that NC cells move faster than the tissue growth
(Fig. 1J-L). Thus, NC cells are not simply carried along by tissue
growth, but move rapidly to reach peripheral targets.

A simple chemotaxis model is insufficient to
explain our experimental data
We constructed a mathematical model based on our initial
hypothesis that chemotaxis guides NC cells to move in a
directional manner to long-distance targets (Fig. 2A). We included
known NC cell biological data (reviewed by Kulesa and Gammill,
2010; Kulesa et al., 2010) and our new tissue growth measurements
(Fig. 1I). We modeled NC cells on a 2D rectangular domain as off-
lattice agents (Fig. 2A) that interact with vascular endothelial
growth factor (VEGF). VEGF is a reasonable choice for a NC cell
guidance signal as its expression has been well characterized in the
chick surface ectoderm directly overlying the cranial NC cell
migratory pathways (McLennan et al., 2010). In addition, VEGF
has been shown to induce NC cells to move chemotactically both
in vitro and in vivo into typical inhibitory NC cell free zones
(McLennan et al., 2010).

In our model, the concentration of VEGF is governed by a
partial differential equation that describes its diffusion, uptake and
production (supplementary material Appendix S1). We initially
assume a homogeneous production of VEGF in the NC
microenvironment, as VEGF expression is uniform in the surface
ectoderm overlying the avian cranial NC cell migratory pathways
during the early phase of migration (McLennan et al., 2010). Cells
internalize chemoattractant in their local neighborhood (Li and
Keller, 2000), thus depleting VEGF in the areas that have been
populated for the longest periods of time (supplementary material
Appendix S1).

In our model, NC cells undergo directional movement by
creating a cell-induced gradient of VEGF. This gradient is followed
to the end of the migratory domain. The migratory domain itself
lengthens in the x-direction, according to a logistic growth function
fit to experimental measurements (supplementary material
Appendix S1). Throughout the 2D domain, we assume standard
logistic production of VEGF by the overlying ectoderm. However,
as long as cell consumption of VEGF is more rapid than its
replenishment, there is no functional change to the VEGF profile
(supplementary material Appendix S1).
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Fig. 2. The NC cell migratory stream is composed of leading and
trailing cells rather than a homogeneous population.
(A)Mathematical model schematic. (B)Model simulation of NC cell
migration. (C)Model simulation of NC cell migration [two
subpopulations; leaders (yellow) that respond to microenvironmental
signals and trailers (red)]. Trailers that respond to directional cues from
leaders turn white. (D)Gene profiling by FACs and LCM. (E)The
number of genes that are significantly (P<0.1) different between
leading and trailing NC cells when isolated by LCM or FACs. (F)DCt
hierarchical cluster analysis. (G)The distribution of the 19 significant
(P<0.1) genes displayed in F.
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Simulations of our model reveal that a simple cell chemotaxis
hypothesis is insufficient to explain our experimental data (Fig.
2B). That is, if we assume a homogeneous population of NC
cells, we find that those cells that emerge later from the neural
tube have no VEGF gradient to follow and become trapped near
the entrance to the migratory pathway (Fig. 2B; supplementary
material Movie 1). This problem is inherent in this mechanism
of invasion, as there is always a time at which all the
chemoattractant at the entrance to the migratory pathway has
been consumed or degraded. After this time, there is no gradient
adjacent to the neural tube to direct newly emerging cells (Fig.
2B; supplementary material Movie 1).

When we refine our model to include two NC cell
subpopulations, model simulations predict most cells invade the
domain in a multicellular stream (Fig. 2C; supplementary material
Movie 2). That is, cells emerging early from the neural tube that
form the migratory front (leading cells) detect and respond to the
VEGF gradient (Fig. 2C, yellow). Later emerging cells (trailing
cells) respond to directional cues from leading NC cells (Fig. 2C,
red in the absence of directional cues; white once direction is
found). VEGF is consumed by both leading and trailing cells.
Thus, our model predicts that a heterogeneous NC cell migratory
population composed of leading and trailing cells is required for
successful invasion of the migratory domain.

Profiling of the NC cell migratory stream reveals
distinct gene expression patterns for leading
versus trailing cells
Do cells that travel long distances to targets have distinct leading
and trailing cell subpopulations, shown by unique gene expression
profiles, as predicted by our model? To address this question within
the NC model, we analyzed the molecular profiles of leading and
trailing cell subpopulations, using two separate techniques (Fig.
2D,E). Leading and trailing NC cells were isolated from dissected
and dissociated tissue via HNK-1 staining (to accurately select NC
cells) and sorted by FACS or isolated as single cells via laser
capture microdissection (LCM). We compared the expression of 84
genes of interest based on their previously documented expression
in NC cells and known involvement in NC cell delamination,
migration or differentiation (supplementary material Table S1).
From the NC cells sorted by FACS, 45 of the 84 genes showed
significant differences in expression (P<0.1) comparing the leading
and trailing NC cells (Fig. 2E). Using LCM, 23 out of the 84 genes
showed significant differences in expression (P<0.1) comparing the
leading and trailing NC cells (Fig. 2E). By directly comparing the
LCM and FACS data, we find that 19 out of the 84 genes have
significant differences with both isolation methods (Fig. 2E;
supplementary material Fig. S1). Given the biological complexity
and inherent variation of in vivo model systems, we define
statistical significance of differential expression as P<0.1 when
analyzed by two separate methodologies.

Our molecular profiling comparison reveals that leading NC
cells have upregulated expression of distinct sets of cell guidance
and cell navigation genes (Fig. 2E; supplementary material Fig.
S1). These include specific cell guidance factor receptors (e.g.
EphA4), integrins (e.g. Itgb5), matrix metalloproteases (e.g.
MMP2) and cadherins (e.g. Cdh7) that are distinct from trailing NC
cells (Fig. 2E; supplementary material Fig. S1). By contrast,
trailing NC cells have upregulated expression of cadherins distinct
from leading NC cells (Fig. 2E; supplementary material Fig. S1).
The differences in gene expression patterns suggest that leading
and trailing NC cells respond differently to local

microenvironmental signals, which are related to their navigation
and differentiation program. Thus, our model simulations of a
heterogeneous NC cell migratory population accurately predicted
the requirement for distinct leading and trailing cell behaviors, the
molecular correlates of which were identified by gene profiling.

In silico and experimental results reveal that
leading NC cells compensate for the loss of
trailing NC cells after tissue ablation and
distribute along the entire migratory pathway
Based on the above findings, we refined our initial hypothesis to
enable chemotaxis to guide a heterogeneous population of NC cells
to move in a directional manner to a long-distance target. Within
our model, leading NC cells respond to chemotactic signals in the
microenvironment and trailing NC cells respond by touch to
directional signals from leaders. To test our hypothesis, we carried
out a number of tissue transplantation and tissue ablation model
simulations and experiments. Our gene profiling provides a distinct
molecular signature for leading versus trailing NC cells such that
we can analyze changes in gene expression pattern after tissue
ablation or tissue transplantation to a new position within the
migratory stream. Changes in the gene expression pattern of
leading or trailing NC cells may then be correlated with cell
behavioral changes predicted by our model.

First, we designed an experiment that ablates trailing NC cells
to test whether propagation of leading cells is reliant on cell contact
with trailing cells (Fig. 3A-C). Using a glass needle, we remove
part of the fluorescently labeled dorsal neural tube at 10 hours after
electroporation (Fig. 3B). In silico, this is achieved by ceasing to
input new cells into the domain at 10 hours after the start of the
simulation (Fig. 3K; supplementary material Movie 3). When the
number of later emerging cells is significantly reduced, the model
predicts that leading cells spread out along the length of the
migratory domain and do not move as a subpopulation to the distal
end of the domain (Fig. 3K; supplementary material Movie 3). This
is a direct consequence of the dynamic way in which the non-
ablated cells create and follow the VEGF gradient. The leading
cells react to the gradient as before (Fig. 3K; supplementary
material Movie 3). However, all trailing cells are ablated, so that
later emerging non-ablated leading cells now explore sub-regions
where the chemoattractant has not been completely depleted, closer
to the edges of the migratory domain [Fig. 3K (12 hours);
supplementary material Movie 3]. Thus, in silico simulations
predict that NC cells distribute evenly along the migratory pathway
when cell numbers are substantially reduced [Fig. 3K (24 hours);
supplementary material Movie 3]. This was counter-intuitive to the
anticipated outcome. We expected that when the number of later
emerging cells is significantly reduced, either all leading cells
would respond to the VEGF signal and invade the migratory
domain, or remain near the neural tube due to the lack of
population pressure.

In support of our model predictions, we find, after
experimental manipulation, that leading NC cells compensate for
the absence of trailing neighbors and distribute all along the
migratory pathway (Fig. 3D,E; n7 embryos; supplementary
material Fig. S2). Leading NC cell orientation measurements
reveal that cells mimic the cellular profile of a typical migratory
stream (Fig. 3G; n168 cells, embryos). Specifically, NC cells
located closest to the neural tube lack orientation to the migratory
pathway, but cell orientation is acquired downrange (Fig. 3G).
Leading NC cells that invade and colonize the branchial arch
display less orientation to the migratory pathway (Fig. 3G). Time-
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lapse confocal imaging also reveals that some leading NC cells
stop in proximal positions along the migratory pathway (Fig. 3F;
n3 time-lapse imaging sessions), rather than migrating distally
and reversing direction to fill in for missing neighbors. Thus,
model predictions and experimental results agree that leading NC
cells distribute all along the migratory pathway upon substantial
reduction of NC cell numbers.

The distribution and cell morphologies of the leading NC cells
after ablation of the trailing subpopulation suggest that some
leading NC cells alter their identity from a leading to a trailing
phenotype (Fig. 3H,I). To identify changes in the molecular profile
of leading NC cells (after reduction in the number of trailing NC
cells), we use LCM to isolate single NC cells at proximal and distal
locations along the migratory pathway (Fig. 2D). Using the same
84 genes, the molecular profile of leading NC cells (after ablation
of the trailing subpopulation) is similar to control leading NC cells
(Fig. 3J). However, leading NC cells that remain at proximal
positions along the migratory pathway are more similar to control
trailing NC cells (Fig. 3J). The results are the same if only the 24
genes that are differentially expressed between the leading and
trailing NC cells via LCM are used (data not shown). Thus,
ablation of trailing NC cells causes leading NC cells to adapt their
molecular profile and cell behaviors to mimic a typical NC cell
migratory stream.

Trailing NC cells assume a leading cell gene
expression profile and cell behavior after
transplantation to the migratory front
To examine the equipotency of all migratory NC cells to lead, i.e.
to respond to, chemotactic signals, we transplanted tissue
containing the trailing NC cell subpopulation into the leading
region of the migratory front (Fig. 4A-C; n12 embryos;
supplementary material Fig. S2). We find that the transplanted
trailing NC cells invade the branchial arch, a region they usually
do not encounter (Fig. 4D,E,G). We next performed LCM followed
by qPCR on trailing NC cells transplanted into the migratory front.
The gene expression profiles of all transplanted NC cells (those
categorized before transplantation as leading and trailing) are
similar to control leading NC cells (Fig. 4H). In addition,
morphometric measurements show transplanted NC cells have a
cell orientation profile of a typical migratory stream (Fig. 4F;
n200 cells). Thus, trailing NC cells alter their cellular and
molecular profile to assume the leading NC cell phenotype.

We are conscious of the fact that we are using a 2D model to
describe a 3D process. Therefore, our model predictions must be
treated cautiously. One example in which the difference between
two and three dimensions is expressly manifested is when trailing
cells are transplanted to the front of a migratory stream. In silico,
the VEGF from the subregion of the trailing migratory pathway is
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Fig. 3. Leading NC cells
compensate for the loss of
trailing NC cells after trailing
ablation. (A-C)Experiment
schematic. (D,E)Transverse sections
after ablation (dotted line; asterisks
indicate where ‘lead’ and ‘trailing’
NC cells were isolated using LCM).
(F)Selected images from time-lapse
of NC cell migration after ablation.
(G)Average nuclear orientation
angles with respect to distance
along the migratory route after
ablation (168 cells, seven embryos).
(H,I)Possible expected outcomes
after ablation. (J)Heat map of qPCR
molecular profiles of LCM-isolated
NC cells. (K)Model simulations after
ablation. Scale bar: 50m. NC,
neural crest cells; NT, neural tube;
WT, wild type; hr, hours.
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also transplanted with the trailing cells (Fig. 4I; supplementary
material Movie 4). The transplanted region has a much lower
concentration of VEGF than the local microenvironment (Fig. 4I;
supplementary material Movie 4). This prevents host leading cells
from moving through the transplanted region, as the VEGF
gradient is unfavorable (Fig. 4I; supplementary material Movie 4).
In our 2D domain, cells become trapped proximal to the transplant
(Fig. 4I; supplementary material Movie 4). Transplanted trailing
NC cells respond to leading NC cells and therefore also fail to
migrate (Fig. 4I; supplementary material Movie 4).

Owing to the inconsistency between our experimental and
theoretical results, we re-evaluate the parameters used in silico to
better reflect the experimental approach. In vivo, migratory NC

cells are able to move in three dimensions and around the tissue
transplant site. In silico, our initial simulated tissue transplant
spanned the entire width of the domain (Fig. 4I; supplementary
material Movie 4) and hence all migratory cells have to move
through the transplant. To make the two approaches more cohesive,
the in silico transplant was reduced to half the width of the domain
(Fig. 4J; supplementary material Movie 5). In this way, trailing
cells in silico are able to sample the VEGF in a number of
directions. Furthermore, we gave trailing cells the ability to convert
to a leading cell behavior if the VEGF gradient is favorable in a
large enough proportion of these directions. With these changes,
migratory cells now efficiently migrate from and beyond the
transplant site to follow the endogenous VEGF along the domain
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Fig. 4. Behavior and molecular profile
of trailing NC cells transplanted to the
leading position of the migratory
stream. (A-C)Experimental schematic.
(D,E)Transverse sections after
transplantation. (F)Average nuclear
orientation angles with respect to
distance along the migratory route [72
host cells (blue), 128 donor cells (pink), 12
embryos]. (G)Schematic representation of
cell migration after transplantation.
(H)Heat map of qPCR molecular profiles
of LCM-isolated NC cells. (I)Model
simulation. Leaders (yellow), trailers that
are following others (white) and trailers
that are not following others (red).
(J)Model simulation. Tissue transplant is
half the width of the domain. Trailing cells
given the ability to become leading cells.
Scale bar: 50m. NC, neural crest cells;
NT, neural tube; hr, hours.
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in silico, which is consistent with the experimental result (Fig. 4J;
supplementary material Movie 5). Thus, by adapting the model to
more accurately reflect cell behaviors in three dimensions, our
model predicts that a cell-induced gradient and two subpopulations
of NC cells is consistent with experimental results.

Model predictions and experiment both reveal
that leading NC cells transplanted into proximal
stream positions remain in proximal positions and
do not invade the distal target
To test the ability of leading NC cells to respond to signals within
proximal positions of the migratory stream, we transplanted a
subregion of the migratory front to the dorsal neural tube, proximal
to the host leading NC cells (Fig. 5A-C; n13 embryos,
supplementary material Fig. S2). In order to simulate this in the
model, we inserted a subpopulation of cells into the 2D rectangular
domain at x0 (Fig. 5H; supplementary material Movie 6). As with
the previous experiment, we assume that VEGF is transplanted with
the cells (Fig. 5H; supplementary material Movie 5), as the overlying
ectoderm of the sub-region is also transplanted. In this scenario, the
donor and host embryos are at the same developmental stage, so that

the VEGF levels are assumed of the same order of magnitude (Fig.
5H). However, as the donor sub-region is removed from the
migratory front, it is an area in which the VEGF is not depleted.
Conversely, the VEGF levels within the proximal subregion of the
host migratory stream are reduced to negligible levels. Hence, the
cells in the transplanted tissue experience a more favorable
chemoattractant-rich microenvironment and cells do not emerge
from the neural tube (Fig. 5H; supplementary material Movie 5).

In this experiment, we transplant leading NC cells into the neural
tube during the time when trailing NC cells emerge from the neural
tube (Fig. 5C; n13 embryos). The cellular profile of the migratory
stream in this experiment is more challenging to determine as we
find that fewer NC cells migrate away from the transplant site (Fig.
5D-F; n206 cells), in agreement with our model predictions.
Specifically, we find that transplanted NC cells do not migrate to
the front of the migratory stream (Fig. 5D-G). Rather, transplanted
NC cells integrate into the trailing region of the migratory stream
(Fig. 5D-G). Thus, in silico and experimental results are in
agreement that leading NC cells transplanted into proximal stream
positions do not move rapidly to resume their position as leading
cells, but remain in proximal positions.
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Fig. 5. Very few leading NC cells
migrate after leading to trailing
transplant. (A-C)Experiment
schematic. (D,E)Transverse sections
after tissue transplantation, also
represented schematically (F).
(G)Average nuclear orientation
angles after trailing NC cell ablation
[169 host cells (blue), 37 donor cells
(pink), 3/13 embryos]. (H)Model
simulation. Leaders (yellow), trailers
that are following others (white) and
trailers that are not following others
(red). Scale bar: 50m. NC, neural
crest cells; NT, neural tube; hr, hours.
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DISCUSSION
A cell-induced gradient model of long distance
cell migration
We used an integrative theoretical and experimental approach to
test our hypothesis that chemotaxis drives a population of cells to
move in a directional manner to a long-distance target. We
examined this hypothesis in the embryonic NC cell migratory
population model. Our model predicted that successful long
distance NC cell migration requires two cell types: leading cells
that respond to a chemoattractant gradient and trailing cells that are
guided by the leading cells via cell-cell contact (Figs 2, 5). The
existence of two distinct NC cell subpopulations within a typical
migratory stream, characterized by unique gene expression patterns
that correlate with cell behavioral differences, was confirmed by
gene expression profiling (Fig. 2). Gene expression profiling using
a novel qPCR technique to analyze small numbers of cells
extracted by laser microdissection determined unique cell guidance
and cell navigation signatures of leading versus trailing NC cells
(Figs 3, 6). Although we cannot rule out that there is a spectrum of
cellular phenotypes from front-to-back in a migratory stream
(rather than a binary choice of leading or trailing cell), further
studies that sequentially extract and profile cells from front-to-back
within a migratory stream will provide crucial data for our model
and help address this.

Our theoretical model made a number of predictions of
experimental manipulations which were shown to be true. First,
model simulations predicted that leading NC cells distribute all
along the migratory pathway in the absence of trailing NC cells
(Fig. 3). Experimental results confirmed this outcome and revealed
that leading NC cells developed a leading and trailing gene
expression profile depending on cell position within the migratory
stream (Fig. 3). Second, our model predicted that trailing NC cells
altered their behavior and responded to chemotactic signals when
moved to the migratory front (Fig. 4). Experimental results
confirmed trailing cells altered their gene expression profile and
cell orientation to leading cells, when transplanted to the migratory
front (Fig. 4). Third, leading NC cells did not invade distal targets
when moved into the proximal region of the migratory stream (Fig.
5). This phenotype was confirmed by experiment (Fig. 5).

The success of our model motivates further experimental study.
For example, the mechanisms that regulate differences in leading
versus trailing NC cell gene expression patterns and how this is
directly correlated with changes in cell behaviors, are yet to be
discovered. One interesting possibility is that later emerging NC cells
may exit the neural tube with a gene expression pattern comparable
with the leading NC cell phenotype. However, these cells may then
convert to a trailing NC cell phenotype in the absence of sensing a
chemotactic signal. This change in cell behavior is predicted by our
theoretical model (Fig. 2). In this scenario, the rate of chemotactic
production, dilution and consumption controls the size of the leading
NC cell subpopulation.

Alternatively, leading NC cells may play a direct role in
regulating later emerging NC cells to adopt a trailing cell
phenotype. For example, leading NC cells may directly inhibit a
leading cell phenotype in later emerging cells. This type of
mechanism has been suggested from studies of collective cell
migration during angiogenesis (Tammela et al., 2011). During
angiogenesis, vessel sprouting consists of tip and stalk cells that
have distinct gene expression profiles (Eilken and Adams, 2010).
The proper ratio between tip and stalk cells is required for correct
blood vessel sprouting and branching patterns (Eilken and Adams,
2010). When Notch signaling is blocked, stalk cells adopt a tip

phenotype and display excessive sprouting (Hellström et al., 2007;
Suchting et al., 2007; Siekmann and Lawson, 2007). This revealed
a mechanism by which Notch signaling inhibits the tip cell
phenotype in trailing stalk cells. Whether leading NC cells play a
similar role is not known. NC cells tend to maintain a spatial
migratory order and not exchange leading and trailing cell positions
(Kulesa et al., 2008), such that this type of inhibitory mechanism
is plausible. In addition, a mechanism that would inhibit trailing
NC cells from adopting a leading cell phenotype would prevent
bifurcation of the migratory stream into separate branches behind
the migratory front.

In summary, we suggest that long-distance NC cell migration is
driven by a two-component mechanism that includes chemotaxis
and cell-cell contact (Fig. 6). As a result of analyzing our model,
we predict that early emerging NC cells use a cell-induced gradient
mechanism to move in a directional manner over long distances to
a target site (Fig. 6). We predict that later emerging NC cells
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Fig. 6. Neural crest cell migration: a cell-induced chemotaxis
model. (A)NC cells exit the NT without orientation to the migratory
pathway (orange cells), but rapidly acquire direction (yellow cells).
Leading NC cells (blue) respond to long-range chemotactic signals,
including VEGF. Leading cells spread out from the migratory pathway
and have a distinct gene profile that is navigation oriented. Trailing NC
cells (green) respond to short-range signals for guidance information
from other local migratory NC cells. Trailing NC cells are highly aligned
with the migratory pathway and have a distinct gene profile that is cell-
cell contact oriented. Ablation and tissue transplantation studies,
demonstrate that both trailing and leading NC cells have a high degree
of plasticity. Key shows the NC cell types and gene profiles of leading
and trailing cells. (B)Summary details differences in the features of the
leading and trailing NC cells.
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require a mechanism of invasion other than chemotaxis, and use
cell-cell contact to follow leading cells (Fig. 6). Thus, leading cells
respond to long-range signals and trailing cells to short-range cues
to maintain a directed multicellular stream (Fig. 6).

Future experiments that include gain- and loss-of-function of
particular genes expressed differently in leading and trailing NC
cell subpopulations will help to identify the factors crucial for cell
guidance and maintenance of a NC cell migratory stream. We
suggest that our closely linked, combined theoretical and
experimental framework offers a powerful approach for integrating
multiscale biological data and a means to robustly test model
hypotheses. Our results fill a major void in the current
understanding of long-distance cell migration and offer mechanistic
insights that have direct application to model systems in
development and cancer.
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